
"NO MAN LIVETH UNTO

Thi i tiiml-- fi.r

If you need any-

thing, buy it now;
keep eastern fac-

tories busy turn-

ing western pro-

ducts into money !
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HIMSELF ALONE"

IFYou are one link in this chain-a- nd a
chain is no stronger than its weakest link.

One group of you produces the raw mat-

erials that another group of you turns into the
commodities of life. Another group of you
markets these commodities. Still another
group finances all three former groups.

No one group is useful without the
other three. No one group hat an in-

dependent excuse for existence. The
discontinuance of any one group would
cause the discontinuance of the other
three.

The four groups have at least two
things in common. Your dependence
on each other and the fact that you
are all consumers.

Now suppose that all of you retarded
your consumption even in the slight-
est degree.

First the converter of raw materials
into commodities slows down his pro-
duction. Men are laid off.

He cuts cff his orders fpr raw materials
at soon as the orders for his products
are reduced.

But the producer of raw materials
mutt have money with which to live.

He calls on his bank and gets the
money. Hir doing this forces interest
rates up and makes money at any rate
of interest hard to get.

When we curtail buying we simply
live on our reserve stocks.

After these stocks are depleted we
hasten to replenish them. Our mer-
chants rush to market. We create a
fellers' market which simply means
that there is more money wanting
goods than there is goods to go around.
Prices go up!

1. BECAUSE the money which was
to finance the manufacturer and mar-
keter, has gone to keep the producer of
raw materials from bankruptcy.

2. BECAUSE a congestion of traffic,
due to the sudden landslide of orders
slows up production and raises rail
rates.

3. BECAUSE the demand exceeds the
supply.

Prices have receded 33' in Albuquer-
que.

Buying has neither fallen off nor in-

creased.

A condition of normalcy exists here.

We like it because a dollar will buy
more --AND WE HAVE THE DOL-
LAR!

Because you know that no man liveth
unto himself alone

The Kiwanis Club of Albuquerque


